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With new updates then and now, Google doesn’t seem to stop surprising the world. With Google’s another update it has swept off the search and social media landscape yet again. Google has recently introduced Google + Local and has switched over 80 Million business listings from Google Places to their newly created Google + Local platform.

Changes to Look Out for with Google + Local:

Replacement of Google Places listings with new Google+ Local pages: Google + Local change implies that all current and future local business listings will be automatically converted to the new format and live directly on the Google+ network. Retailers with a large assortment of brick and mortar stores will now need to create separate pages for each location in order to ensure that they make it into the local listings. These new pages offer yet another change in the information available via local listings. The new Local pages will be indexed and show up independently in search results that gives more visibility in the places people is searching most. The aim from Google is to give people all the information they need when searching for local services, places or products.

Google+ Tab: A new “Local” tab has been added to Google+. This allows users to search for businesses that are nearby, read reviews and find them using Google Maps. The “Local” tab provides information and ratings on local businesses.

Inclusion of Zagat: In addition to the changes of Google Places pages to Google + pages, the company has also adopted the Zagat review system for listings. This will enable users to share their reviews and add photos of that particular location on their own. The move will surely bring in more transparency to the services, as reviews can now only be left by people who have Google+ accounts.

Social Assimilation: Google+ Local is fully incorporated across Google Properties, including Maps, mobile and search.

Filtered Search: Users can limit their search to their circles, finding reviews and recommendations from only friends/family and colleagues.

How it Matters:

In the local search landscape, a move this big makes it absolutely mandatory for businesses to set up and manage a Google+ Local page in order to remain in touch with today’s technology-enabled consumers. With Google+ Local, these tech-savvy shoppers are going to be searching for a space that fits their needs and will be viewing your business in an entirely new light with the help of credit-worthy Zagat reviews, plus Google+ highlights about where people in their Circles are staying and what they’re saying about your property.

There is no doubt that these Google+ Local pages will give businesses a better opportunity to be ranked in the search results, as well as the ability to harness social proof from their customers to drive internal Google+ recommendations and future business.
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